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If not matched, antibodies will be started Has been designed for use by is needed. It brings oxygen and nutrients to all parts of the body so that they can keep working. Blood carries carbon dioxide and other waste materials for lungs, kidneys and digestion Take blood (blood that has gotten oxygen from
the lungs) from the heart to the rest of the body. Blood then Back through the veins to the heart and lungs, then send it back to the body through the arteries and can get more oxygen. As the heart beats, you can feel blood traveling through the body at pulse points — like the neck and wrist — where
large, blood-filled arteries run closer to the surface of the skin. What if someone has a low number of blood cells? Sometimes the drug may be given to help a person create more blood cells. And sometimes blood cells and certain proteins can be replaced by giving blood from someone else to a person in
the blood. This is called transfusion (say: trans-something-zyan). People can get part of the blood that needs blood, such as platelets, RBC, or a clotting factor. When someone donates blood, the whole blood can be different in different parts, which can be used in these ways. Hey, what's your type?
Everyone's blood is red, but it's not all the same. There are eight blood types, which are described using letters A, B and O. Those letters stand for some of the proteins found on red blood cells. Not everyone has the same protein. In addition to receiving one or two letters, a person's blood is either positive
or negative. It is a way of keeping track of whether one's blood contains a protein called RH protein. If your blood is positive, you have this protein. If it's negative, you don't. Either way is perfectly fine. People have one of these eight different blood types: a negative a positive b negative b positive o
negative o positive ab negative AB positive reviewed by: Larissa Hirsch, MD Date reviewed: January 2019 2019
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